A new Clethrionomys-derived hantavirus from Germany: evidence for distinct genetic sublineages of Puumala viruses in Western Europe.
Puumala (PUU) viruses are the predominant etiologic agents of hantavirus infections in Europe. The most important reservoir is the bank vole, Clethrionomys glareolus (Cg), belonging to the subfamily Arvicolinae of the Muridae family. Here we report on the molecular characterization of the first rodent-derived sequence (PUU/Cg-Erft) from Germany. Comparison of the S and M segment coding regions revealed 92.5 and 92.8% identity, respectively, with PUU/H-9013, a human isolate from France. However, only 83.1% identity was found with the S segment of a previously reported PUU sequence from a German HFRS case (PUU/H-Berkel) indicating the co-existence of two distinct sublineages in Germany. Phylogenetic and alignment analyses of S and M segment coding regions enabled us to assign PUU viruses/sequences to at least six distinct genetic sublineages. Membership was defined by nucleotide sequence differences of < 8%, whereas a diversity of > 14% clearly outgrouped a virus/sequence. Based on S segment sequences the sublineage represented by Clethrionomys rufocanus-derived viruses from Japan diverged at a well supported node from the clade harbouring all Clethrionomys glareolus-derived European PUU viruses. A correlation between genetic relationship and geographic origin of PUU viruses was observed which may support a co-evolution of PUU viruses with distinct subspecies of their reservoir host.